EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING WORKING GROUP
WORKSHOP 2 – HUMAN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION
10-11 April 2008 – Regional Council of Aquitaine, 14 rue François de Sourdis, Bordeaux, FR

AGENDA

Thursday 10 April 2008

9.00 Welcome

9.30 Opening session: Workshop Chair – To be confirmed

- Welcome Speech by Ms Anne-Marie COCULA, Vice-President, Education, Learning and International Mobility
- “Objectives of the workshop and issues to be discussed”, Mr Rui AZEVEDO, CPMR Director
- Speech by a representative from the European Commission (To be confirmed)
- “Socio-Economic Situation in Aquitaine”, Mr Christophe BERGOUGNIAN, Professor, University of Bordeaux
- “Professional Training in Aquitaine”, Noël ROGER, Deputy Director General, Regional Council of Aquitaine

11.30 Session 1: Accreditation of Prior and Experiential Learning (APEL)

- Mr François BANIZETTE, Inter-Institutional Skills Assessment Centre 64/40 and INFA Training Agency, Mr Roland POLGE

13.00 Lunch – On site

15.00 Session 2: Technical Visit

- “Which instruments can be implemented to make the link between the labour needs of enterprises and the insertion of school leavers more efficient?”, INSUP, Mérignac

18.00 End of proceedings

Dinner hosted by Aquitaine Regional Council
L’Estacade Restaurant, Bordeaux

Friday 11 April 2008
9.00 Welcome
9.15 Morning Session: Workshop Chair – to be confirmed
   • “What accumulation and transfers in educational innovation?”, Mr Xavier BEYLOC, AMFR ETCHARRY
   • “Social Promotion”, CNAM
11.00 Open discussion and the creation of guidelines
13.15 Closing speech by Mr Jean-Pierre DUFOUR, Vice President, Professional Training and Learning, Regional Council of Aquitaine
13.30 End of proceedings